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BENEFITS OF GENUINE ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES  
INSTALATION GUIDE

Quality, 
reliability
and safety
The quality of automotive parts is critical to the 
personal safety of the driver and passengers. 
Genuine accessories from the manufacturer 
are in full compliance with modern technical 
requirements, and their durability and reliability 
have been confirmed by thorough field testing.

The UAZ Company offers products above and beyond the base catalogue. Installation of additional accessories may lead to changes  
in your vehicle’s design, which will require a verification of the changes compatibility from the Customs Department, document type  
TP TC 018/2011, «Motor vehicle safety certificate». The owner accepts all the risks and consequences of technical design changes  
in the vehicle, including but not limited to passing technical inspection of compatible changes in the design of the vehicle with the Customs 
Department and obtaining the form TP TC 018/2011, «Motor vehicle safety certificate», as well as the inspection results, safety changes  
in the vehicle design and vehicle state registration after design changes. For your convenience, products that cause vehicle design changes 
were marked in the catalogue with an asterisk*.

UAZ’s unique 
innovations

True professionalism is based on the ability 
to invent and manufacture unique products. 
Introducing original ideas that improve on and 
perfect vehicle design features is an integral part  
of the work of each UAZ specialist.

Design 
and functionality

UAZ engineers and designers know that even 
the most miniscule accessory can provide great 
opportunities and a high level of functionality. 
We suggest that you try a combination of rugged 
upgrades for UAZ off-road vehicles and high-tech 
options of the future.
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Warranty
obligations

UAZ Patriot genuine accessories are of the highest 
quality and have proven reliability. It is important  
for all UAZ upgrades to function flawlessly,  
so we extend our own guarantee and duly fulfill all 
service obligations.

Attractive 
prices

Auto accessories produced by the manufacturer  
are of the highest level of reliability, guaranteeing 
both high quality and affordable prices. Why pay 
more if the optimal choice is original upgrades?

THE SPIRIT OF FREEDOM

MVTA (Motor vehicle  
type approval) Certificate

UAZ Patriot with original accessories has an MVTA 
certificate. Thus you are free to use your upgraded 
vehicle with original additional accessories within  
the territory of Russia.
    A multi-functional vehicle
    A right to sell and register
    A guarantee of operational safety

Д Л Я  У С ТА Н О В К И

СЕРТИФИЦИРОВАНО

В СОСТАВЕ

ОТТС

СЕР
ТИФИЦИРОВАНО

СЕРТИФИЦИРОВАНО
ДЛЯ УСТАНОВКИ

Products marked with an asterisk are certified as modification parts for UAZ vehicles. In case your vehicle is not provided with the accessories marked both with the asterisk* and  
the label of MVTA certification, it will be necessary to certify any changes in the design of the vehicle.
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A SET OF UAZ BADGES IN GIFT BOX (2 pcs.)
A limited edition of collectible UAZ vehicle badges is for sale in gift packaging. Inside  
is also a book «Logos throughout the history of UAZ», inside you will find the entire 
history of the legendary brand.

000000-4701036-01 

The two badges represent the two historical eras of the UAZ brand; they will become a stylish 
and elegant accessory for the true fans of the brand. 

Retro fans may enjoy a unique opportunity to obtain a badge with logo of the first UAZ-450 
series. This logo was made using single enamel method. Fans of the brand will truly appreciate 
the opportunity to add these badges to their collection. 

Modern and succinct, the badge is a complete metal replica of the original logo introduced at the 
company’s 75th anniversary. It follows in the footsteps of its predecessors, but it became more 
dynamic with time. The volume and chrome-plated texture make it expressive and worthy of any 
owner’s lapel. 

1

1
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UAZ BRAND LOGOS
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Have you been dreaming of a long road trip?  
The UAZ Patriot is designed for unforgettable 
journeys! The pleasure of fishing, picnicking  
or hunting depends on the capabilities of your 
vehicle. Here you will find everything to help 
realize your plans and make even a long journey 
comfortable and enjoyable.

OFF-ROAD

We are ready to  
leave our mark 

on history
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Automotive electric winches,  
series SuperWinch  
TS 9 500/LP 8 500/11 500*
This series is the optimal choice for those who need a simple 
and reliable winch at an affordable price. Winches are ideal for 
hunting trips, fishing or other outings. The TigerShark series 
has long been appreciated by US off-road fans: the winch 
has received multiple different prizes, including Rock Solid.
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1. SuperWinch LP 8 500
Electric winch*
000000-4723025-00

2. SuperWinch TS 9 500
Electric winch*
000000-4723027-00

3. TIGERSHARK 11 500
Electric winch* 
000000-4723026-00

3 800 kg

4 300 kg

5 216 kg

541 х 160 х 218 mm

529 х 160 х 234,5 mm

529 х 160 х 234,5 mm

planetary

planetary

planetary

33,11 kg

41 kg

43 kg

4,5 h.p.

5,2 h.p.

6 h.p.

7,9 х 27 mm/m

8,3 х 28 mm/m

9,5 х 26 mm/m

hard-wired 3,7 m

hard-wired 3,6 m

hard-wired 3,6 m

1 2 3

Д Л Я  У С ТА Н О В К И

СЕРТИФИЦИРОВАНО
В С

ОСТАВЕ

ОТТС

СЕ
РТИ

ФИЦИРОВАНО

СЕРТИФИЦИРОВАНО

ДЛЯ УСТАНОВКИ
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OFF-ROAD

Automotive electric winch, 
T-MAX series*
The T-MAX winch series means innovative 
design and impeccable workmanship. This series 
is in great demand in the United States, Australia, 
and Europe and is a must-have for off-road trips.

4 5 6

4. WINCH HEW — 8 500 
X power*
000000-4723022-00

5. WINCH HEW — 12 500 
X power*
000000-4723021-00

6. WINCH portable 
ATWPRO 2 500 with unit)*
000000-4723056-00

3 800 kg

5 665 kg

1 134 kg
2 268 kg -
with unit

529 х 161 х 200 mm

542 х 160 х 218 mm

548 х 158 х 260 mm

planetary

planetary

planetary

36 kg

38 kg

36 kg

5,6 h.p.

6,6 h.p.

0,7 h.p.

8 х 28,5 mm/m

9,2 х 24 mm/m

4,7 х 15 mm/m

hard-wired 3,7 m

3,7 m

hard-wired

yes

no

yes

Д Л Я  У С ТА Н О В К И
СЕРТИФИЦИРОВАНО

В С
ОСТАВЕ

ОТТС

СЕ
РТИ

ФИЦИРОВАНО

СЕРТИФИЦИРОВАНО

ДЛЯ УСТАНОВКИ
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Д Л Я  У С ТА Н О В К И

СЕРТИФИЦИРОВАНО
В С

ОСТАВЕ

ОТТС
СЕ

РТИ
ФИЦИРОВАНО

СЕРТИФИЦИРОВАНО

ДЛЯ УСТАНОВКИ

Automotive electric winch,  
Rysak series*
The ‘Rysak’ winch series from Avtospas is intended as a means 
of self-winching for light off-road vehicles weighing up to 3500 
kg. The series provides a winch with a pulling force from 3800 
to 5300 kg. The various models were developed to meet the 
demands of tow trucks and specialized vehicles manufacturers. 
The reliability of the winch has been proven by many years  
of use in the harshest conditions. 7. WINCH Ipe45v  

Rysak*
000000-4723028-00

8. WINCH Ipe45vi  
Rysak*
000000-4723029-00

9. WINCH  
OCTOPUS-9000 SPORT* 
(OPTIONAL PACKAGE 
UAZ PATRIOT OFF-ROAD)
316300-4722420-01 

3 800 kg

4 545 kg

4 000 kg

548 х 158 х 260 mm

560 х 157,5 х 203 mm

505 х 182,8 х 272 mm

planetary
3 stages

planetary
3 stages

planetary
4 stages

41 kg

41 kg

50 kg

5,0 h.p.

5,1 h.p.

4,76 h.p.

8,1 х 29 mm/m

9,2 х 26 mm/m

7,6 х 20 mm/m 

hard-wired 

hard-wired

hard-wiredWinch OCTOPUS-9000 SPORT* 
Winch with powerful motor produced by a Russian 
manufacturer exclusively for UAZ Patriot vehicles with  
an appreciation for UAZ design features and performance.

7 8 9

Д Л Я  У С ТА Н О В К И

СЕРТИФИЦИРОВАНО
В С

ОСТАВЕ

ОТТС

СЕ
РТИ

ФИЦИРОВАНО

СЕРТИФИЦИРОВАНО

ДЛЯ УСТАНОВКИ
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OFF-ROAD

1110

DIAGRAM OF WHEEL HUB LOCK SET

— in motion — locked

WHEEL HUB LOCK SET
Wheel hub locks engage and disengage power to the front wheels of the vehicle. Hub 
locks decrease fuel consumption, noise and eliminate wear of front drive train when 
disengaged.

315120-2304400-02
315120-2304400-03 heavy-duty

10, 11
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4 INCH SNATCH BLOCK
Snatch blocks increase the tow force of the winch up  
to 8 000 kilograms.

000000-4723009-00

CABLE GUIDE
A necessary accessory for hidden winch installation.
Guide ring protects the under-bumper space.

000000-4723012-00

WINCH MOUNT KIT
Winch mount kit is necessary for hidden winch installation 
on the UAZ Patriot. Winches are heavy, therefore the 
mounting bracket is made of high-quality stainless steel.

316300-4723019-00 
(s9 000, x9, ts 9 500, lp 8 500, hew-8 500)
316300-4723020-00  
(lpe38v, ts 9 500, lp 8 500, hew-8 500)

DYNAMIC TOW LINE  
6cm Х 9m, 8 000
Nylon tow lines with high stretch coefficient allow not only 
to tow vehicles without sudden jolts, which are inevitable 
due to cable slack while in tow, but also to pull vehicles out 
of mud.

000000-4723041-00

12 14 16

17

15

12

13

13

15

14 16

17

GUIDE ROLLERS FOR WINCH 
8 500-12 500

000000-4723036-00

TREE BARK 
PROTECTIVE SLING  
8cm Х 3m, 12 000 kg
Tree bark protective sling aids in the process of pulling 
vehicles while preserving the tree from harm.

000000-4723042-00
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CABLE DAMPENER 
In spite of the strength and durability of the tow lines, 
it is necessary to take precaution. Cable dampeners 
are a protective cover for the tow line, which should be 
mounted on the tow line before being attached. In case 
of snapped tow lines or cables, the cable dampener will 
absorb the shock and significantly decrease the recoil.

000000-4723010-00 (superwinch)
000000-4723011-00 (t-max)

SHACKLE
Used for fast connection or tying off the towing eye 
for any kind of cables.

000000-4723050-00 (medium 5/8 3.25 tn)
000000-4723051-00 (standard 4.75)

WIRELESS CONTROL
Suitable for any winch with a power supply of 12 V. 
Operates on the FM radio band.

000000-4723040-00

ACCESSORY KIT WITH 
ELASTIC CABLE 8000 kg
Complete kit of winch accessories includes a pulley, 
clevises, cable and bag.

000000-4723035-00

WINCH CIRCUIT BREAKER  
SWITCH
Prevents inadvertent starting of the winch.

000000-4723037-00

POWER EXTENSION 
Extensions for moving the control switch remotely for  
the winch series.

000000-4723046-00
remote control panel connector LP

000000-4723047-00
remote control panel connector X-power

000000-4723048-00
remote control panel connector Avtospas

18

19

20 22

23

21

18 20 22

19 21 23

OFF-ROAD
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SNORKEL* 
The snorkel is an exterior air intake, which will turn your 
vehicle into a powerful amphibious beast. The housing 
of the snorkel is made of flexible polyethylene and 
the fasteners are manufactured from stainless steel.

316300-4737004-00

24

24
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OFF-ROAD

25 SIDE RAILS FOR UAZ PATRIOT (2014 AND LATER) 
Side rails are used to protect the vehicle from contact with rocky surfaces or trees when 
driving in rough off-road conditions.

000000-4737031-00 

25

SAND TRACK 120 CM (ALUMINUM)
Sand tracks are placed beneath the wheels of the vehicle in order to eliminate slipping. 
Aluminum sand tracks are 4 mm thick, providing rigidity.

000000-4737030-00 

26

26
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27

SUSPENSION LIFT KITS

Lift kits are the perfect upgrade for those who desire to increase the 
off-road abilities of their vehicle and turn it into a real 4 x 4 vehicle. There 
is an option to mount bigger wheels for comfort on rough terrain. 
Parts:
- shock absorbers;
- rigid springs;
- additional sheets for springs.

316300-4714016-00

27

OFF-ROAD

Improves driving 
performance

Durable under 
extreme operating 

conditions

Increases ground 
clearance by 45 mm

Improves geometric 
stance

0-100 kg 0-300 kg45 mm
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ACCESSORY KIT 
(PULLEY, CLEVISES, CABLE, HOOK, GLOVES)
Complete kit of the necessary accessories for use with a winch.

000000-4723034-00

T-MAX OFF-ROAD HD JACK 120 CM
Off-road jacks are irreplaceable in off-road conditions: they allow you to lift a vehicle  
by the bumper, which is convenient if the vehicle is stuck in the mud up to the door edge 
and it is not possible to set a jack under the axles or chassis. Off-road jacks have  
a significant load capacity depending on the height.

000000-4723052-00
000000-4723039-00 (plastic pad for jack)

28

29

28

29
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31

WHEEL LIFT KIT 
FOR OFF-ROAD JACK
These straps allow you to lift the car directly by the wheel, greatly reducing the range  
of movement of the lifting mechanism, which is necessary for an adequate and safe lifting 
height for the wheel.

000000-4723053-00

MOUNT FOR JACK
Mounts allow to attach the jack in a convenient and easy to reach location, where 
 it is securely protected from theft.

000000-4723017-00
316300-4736033-00 (analogue)
000000-4723018-00 (tube clamp hardware and fittings)

3130

30

OFF-ROAD
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DRIVING LIGHTS

LED driving lights form an intense beam of light which allows the 
driver to better navigate during inclement weather conditions.  
Water, shock and vibration resistance makes these lights perfect  
for extreme conditions.

HIGH BEAM HEADLIGHTS

Due to their form, high beams emit a powerful beam of light,  
which illuminate a broad area during long distance travel when  
there is a lack of natural light. 

32

33

32, 33

34-38
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34

36

35

37 38
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32. 000000-4714026-00

33. 000000-4714024-00

34. 000000-4714025-00

35. 000000-4714020-00

36. 000000-4714019-00

37. 000000-4714023-00

38. 000000-4714022-00

240 W

117 W

117 W

9 W

20 W

70 W 

51 W

9-48 V

9-32 V

9-32 V

9-32 V

9-48 V

9-60 V 

9-32 V

1010*64*92 mm

1083*44*74 mm

1083*44*74 mm

111*44*74 mm

127*64*92 mm

153*152*100 mm 

202*160*86 mm

17 200 lm

6 552 lm

6 552 lm

510 lm

1 720 lm

5 000 lm 

2 200 lm

24*10w (CREE LED)

39*3w (CREE LED)

39*3w (CREE LED)

3*3w (CREE LED)

2*10w (CREE LED)

7*10w (CREE LED) 

17*3w (CREE LED)

5 000 K

5 000 K

6 500 K

6 500 K

6 500 K

5 000 К 

6 500 К

narrow 20°

narrow

dispersed light 

dispersed light

dispersed light 

narrow

dispersed light
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50 000 hours

50 000 hours

50 000 hours

50 000 hours

50 000 hours

50 000 hours 

30 000 hours

-40~80°C

-40~80°C

-40~80°C

-40~80°C

-40~80°C

-40~80°C

-40~85 °C

IP68

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP67

IP67 

IP67, IP6K9K, SAE J1455

OFF-ROAD
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39. WRANGLER MT/R  
WITH KEVLAR

40. WRANGLER AT/SA+

41. WRANGLER AT ADV  
WITH KEVLAR

000000-4740336-51

000000-4740339-27

000000-4740339-30

235/70 R16 106Q

245/70 R16 111T

235/70 R16 106T

106 - 950 kg

111 - 1090 kg

106 - 950 kg

Q - 160 km/h

T - 190 km/h

T - 190 km/h

39 40

WRANGLER MT/R WITH KEVLAR
Tires for off-road vehicles which will help you overcome the most difficult terrain. 

Maximum traction on road during rain or snow. Good traction even in deep mud. Improved 
puncture protection.

39

WRANGLER AT/SA+
Tires for all-wheel drive vehicles and for all types of terrain.

This new tire is made for confident driving on the road as well as off the road, developed 
using the SilentArmor technology in close cooperation with auto manufacturers.
This model demonstrates equally high performance on any type of terrain, including  
off-road.

40
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БЕЗДОРОЖЬЕ

41 42-44

WRANGLER AT ADV WITH KEVLAR
Tires with Kevlar demonstrate solid performance on and off road. 

Comfortable and safe driving on city roads and highways;
Confidence and reliability when driving off road;
High level of reliability driving in winter; 
The tire is reinforced with a kevlar (Kevlar®) band in coupled with reinforced Durawall 
side wall which increases tire protection from cuts and punctures.

41

WRANGLER HP ALL WEATHER
Smart tires for all wheel drive vehicles,which provide maximum performance.

Excellent performance all year round;
Maximum traction on rainy and icy surfaces;
Resistance to hydroplaning;
Noise free and comfortable driving.

42-44
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42. WRANGLER HP  
ALL WEATHER

43. WRANGLER HP  
ALL WEATHER

44. WRANGLER HP  
ALL WEATHER

000000-4740338-08

000000-4740339-26

000000-4740339-31

245/60 R18 105H

245/70 R16 107H

235/70 R16 106H

105 - 925 kg

107 - 975 kg

106 - 950 kg

H - 210 km/h

H - 210 km/h

H - 210 km/h
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UAZ has proven that a rugged vehicle made 
to go off-road can also be truly comfortable.
With UAZ genuine accessories you can create 
your own personalized space, selecting only 
the customizations that are to your taste, from 
the upholstery type to the floor mat texture.

INTERIOR

Power 
with comfort
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SEAT COVERS
Eco-leather is a hypoallergenic breathable material that 
offers all the benefits of genuine leather with none of its 
drawbacks. Visually, eco-leather is indistinguishable from 
natural leather. Seat upholstery made from eco-leather 
is characterized by high wear resistance, can withstand 
temperature extremes, is pleasant to the touch and 
contains no harmful chemicals. The covers are made 
specifically for the contours of the UAZ Patriot seat.  
The kit includes covers for: 2 front seats (top and bottom) 
2 front headrests, separate upper rear seats, 1 rear armrest, 
separate lower rear seats and 3 rear headrests.

316300-4735002-00
316300-4735004-00 (eco leather, black)
(for Patriot Limited)

1

1
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CARGO MAT
A durable and lightweight cargo mat protects belongings, tools, and other household items 
in the trunk. In addition, the mat protects the floor of the car from fluids or wear and tear 
that may occur during transportation of cargo.

316300-4728002-00

ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS
All-weather floor mats serve several important functions: they protect the interior from dirt 
and moisture, are easy to clean and also protect the car from rust and decay. Our interior 
protection was specially designed to minimize mud and water flow along the surface of the 
mat, thus preventing spillover. Regardless of which muddy path you have walked, the mat 
depth will be enough to prevent large volumes of liquid from saturating the interior, keeping 
it dry and clean. 

316300-4728006-00

INTERIOR

2

3

2

3

4

4 SET OF INTERIOR MATS
Soft and durable mats for the entire interior fit snugly to the floor and create extra 
comfort. This set is created to protect your vehicle from dirt and dust.

316300-4728008-00
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FRONT INTERIOR GRAB HANDLE
Front interior grab handles are designed to serve as an extra support and brace 
for passengers in the front seat - it helps when entering a high off-road vehicle 
and while driving on especially rough roads.

316300-4744008-00 (with hardware)

5

5

6 7
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OVERHEAD CONSOLE 
Genuine console with two brackets for attachment to the ceiling helps 
organize the space in the passenger compartment: a document tray,  
an interior light and an eyeglass case will be useful for any road trip;  
a convenient location for a radio and 12V socket will also come in handy  
for extended journeys.

316300-4740000-00

8

8

SHIFT KNOB
It is easy to personalize one of the main controls of the vehicle - you can 
choose a design from the line of ergonomic shift knobs.

316300-4744000-03 (wood) (2017 and later)
316300-4744000-04 (carbon) (2017 and later)

INTERIOR

6,7
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WOOD INTERIOR ACCENTS SET 
The real wood in the interior, like that of the leather, is a symbol of the high status of the 
car and its owner. Decorative elements made of natural wood transform the interior of the 
car, making it cozier and richer. The kit includes: instrument panel inserts, door panels, shift 
lever handles, leather trim and lacquered inserts of solid wood.

316300-4715016-00

9

9
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CARBON INTERIOR ACCENTS
From sports cars, carbon has moved to off-road vehicles: due to the strength  
and durability of the material, this interior accent becomes particularly attractive  
and stylish.   

316300-4715017-00

10

10
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Grand package upgrade kit from the tuning shop General Performance 
was designed specifically for the UAZ Patriot. This offer is aimed at visual 
modifications of the vehicle and offers aggressive shape for the city. 
Gain respect of onlookers and radically enhance the appearance of your vehicle 
utilizing the Grand package upgrade. These accessories are simply created for 
those who seek more and better, and want to emphasize their status.  
All parts have been modified for the premium grand tuning kit - front and rear 
bumper, grille, fender flares have been modified. This masculine “monster” will 
definitely stand out among other vehicles. It’s time to eclipse competitors and 
demonstrate that UAZ Patriot is the true King of the Road.

King  
of the Road 
ACCESSORY PACKAGE «GRAND»
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AERODYNAMIC BODY KIT FOR  
UAZ GRAND PATRIOT
Engineers have redesigned the basic shapes of UAZ Patriot for the new body 
kit - wide fender flares, decorative side skirts and complex designed bumper add 
masculinity to the off-road vehicle and improve its aerodynamic features. 

316355-4715000-55 (2017 and later)

1 -3

1 2
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3

GRAND
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In order to emphasize the concise and aggressive 
lines of the UAZ Patriot, we employed the classic 
method: the addition of several external upgrades 
to make the vehicle a reflection of your lifestyle.

EXTERIOR

Our goal is 
uncompromised

freedom
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WINDOW DEFLECTORS 
Window deflectors protect the interior from drafts, noise, rain and 
road dust. In addition, rain guards enhance exterior appearance. 
With deflectors, the vehicle’s exterior lines become more 
harmonious.

316300-4727003-00

HOOD DEFLECTOR
Protective hood deflectors preserve the paintwork, hood and 
windshield from flying debris such as insects, gravel, sand and dust, 
which strike the vehicle when bouncing from other automobiles or 
rough road terrain.

316300-4727005-00

1

2

1

2
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REAR SPOILER

316400-8419010-00

Available in the following colors: 

3

3

EXTERIOR

Black 

metallic

Brown 

metallic

Dark green

metallic

Silver

metallic

White

metallic

Dark gray 

metallic

Brown-gray

metallic
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4,5

4

RADIATOR RACK
Decorative grille is a stylish accessory designed to make your vehicle stand out 
among the rest. Dynamic flow of lines and chrome shine from the surface graciously 
emphasizing the off-road vehicle design.

316300-4736026-00 (rectangular ribs)
316380-2803022-00 (round ribs) (2016 and later)

5

CORNER SPOILER GUARDS
Corner spoiler guards made of stainless steel are mounted to the rear bumper and do not 
require drilling for installation. This is a small part which both protects the bumper and 
provides an attractive addition to the car on the road.

316300-4715023-00 (Ø 76)

6
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6

SIDE PROTECTION RUNNERS
Side protection runners are made of high-quality 
polished stainless steel. They provide reliable protection 
for the side threshold from stumps, boulders and stones.

316300-4715021-00  
Ø 42

8

FRONT BUMPER GUARD D76*
The front bumper guard: this is what safety looks like  
in an urban environment and off-road. The guard bar  
is made of high quality durable steel and attaches 
directly to the front bumper.

316300-4715020-00

7

EXTERIOR

8

7
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ДЛЯ УСТАНОВКИ
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BODY MOLDING SET
Decorative moldings set which accentuate the core design of the UAZ Patriot and creates 
well-designed accents on the visual elements of the car.

316300-4744000-01  (chrome door handle moldings) (2017 and later)
316300-4744000-02 (chrome door window seal molding) (2017 and later)

10

109

MUD FLAPS
Mud flaps are custom designed for the measurements of your vehicle and are practical  
and easy to install. They protect the car body from chips and dirt both in urban 
environments and off-road.

316000-8404421-00 (REAR LEFT)
316000-8404420-00 (REAR RIGHT)
316300-8404321-00 (FRONT LEFT)
316300-8404320-00 (FRONT RIGHT)

9
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BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT  
THRESHOLD TRIM SET
The trim protects the threshold from chipping and damage, also it provides additional 
decoration on the exterior of the vehicle.

316300-4744000-05

FENDER FLARE EXTENSIONS
Flexible and durable fender flares protect the vehicle from tire debris, also allowing  
you to install larger diameter wheels.

316300-4714018-10 (for 2017, compatible with single fuel tank version)

11 12

EXTERIOR

11 12
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A sure way to give the vehicle 
some additional “muscle” 
is by installing original alloy 
wheels designed for the 
UAZ Patriot. They are 
perfectly in tune with the 
overall appearance of the 
car and optimally match 
its parameters. Besides 
their bold appearance, the 
wheels maintain the vehicle’s 
reliability after hitting 
potholes and other road 
hazards. The alloy wheels 
create a perfect shape  
and their lightweight 
construction helps improve 
the car’s handling.

10

ALLOY WHEEL R18 KALAHARI
10-spoke wheel. Color: silver. Wheel: 7J x 18 H2 ET 35 Tire: 245 / 60 R18

316300-3101015-20
316300-3102010-10 (wheel center caps)
000100-0032770-01 (2 bolts)

13

ALLOY 
WHEEL NUT

316300-3101040-70 

14

WHEEL 
CENTER 
CAPS BOLTS

000100-0032770-01 

15

13

14

15
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ALLOY WHEEL 
R18 SAHARA
10-spoke wheel
Color: silver
Wheel: 7J x 18 H2 ET 35
Tire: 245 / 60 R18

316300-3101015-21

16

16

WHEEL 
CENTER 
CAP SAHARA

316300-3102010-20

17

17

EXTERIOR
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2018

WHEEL CENTER CAP R16 

316300-3102010-10

2121

ALLOY WHEEL R16
5-spoke wheel
Color: silver 
Wheel: 7J x 16 H2 ET 35
Tire: 235 / 70 R16; 245 / 70 R16

236300-3101015-10

ALLOY WHEEL R16 DIAMOND
10-spoke wheel. Color: black with diamond cut finish
Wheel: 7J x 16 H2 ET 35
Tire: 235 / 70 R16 245 / 70 R16

316300-3101015-72

R16 DIAMOND  
WHEEL CENTER CAP

316300-3102010-72

20

19

18

19
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2322

EXTERIOR

STAMPED STEEL WHEEL R16
Stamped
Color: gray
Wheel: 6,5 J x 16 H2 ET 40
Tire: 235 / 70 R16; 245 / 70 R16 

316220-3101015-07 (black)
316220-3101015-06 (gray)

ALLOY  
WHEEL R16
10-spoke wheel
Color: silver
Wheel: 7J x 16 H2 ET 35
Tire: 235 / 70 R16; 245 / 70 R16

316300-3101015-10

STAMPED HUB COVER 

316200-3102100-00 (gray)
316200-3102100-01 (black)

23 24

24

22
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Power and will
ACCESSORIES PACKAGE  

«DAKAR»
During the toughest race in Dakar in 2015 on the territory of Southern Africa, 
UAZ PATRIOT successfully ran the entire distance of the rally as an escort 
vehicle. The Russian PATRIOT demonstrated excellent performance on the 
tracks of Chile and Argentina. 

Driving the vehicle in 49°С temperatures confirmed that the A/C and engine 
cooling systems function without fail in extreme weather conditions. 

The total mileage of the UAZ PATRIOT in Dakar was 14,000 km on absolutely 
diverse terrain: sands, mountains, desert, and sand dunes. On the way through 
the Andes the vehicle climbed almost to 5,000 meters above sea level. 

Average fuel consumption was around 13 liters/100 kilometers, which quite 
reasonable taking into consideration the 4 expedition boxes carried on top of 
the vehicle, off-road tires and extreme driving conditions.

SKID PLATE 316300-4736027-00  
Protects vital parts of the vehicle when traversing over obstacle

TRAILER HITCH  316300-4723044-00 
Designed for hitching a trailer to the vehicle

ALLOY WHEEL R16 DIAMOND 316300-3101015-72
Compliment the image of the vehicle and provide safety

EXPEDITION ROOF RACK 316300-4723008-00
Allows you to transport large cargo

1.

2.

3.

4.
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We open up a world full 
of adventures

Specially designed accessories for transportation 
eliminate the inconveniences associated with the 
transport of any cargo: from small luggage to a bike 
or a boat. You want to bring your pet on a trip and 
don’t want a mess in the interior of the vehicle?  
We have taken care of it.

TRANSPORTATION
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ACCESS LADDER
The ladder mounts to the rear vehicle door.
With convenient adjustability, you can quickly and easily 
get to the cargo. The high quality coating allows easy use 
of the ladder, regardless of the temperature and weather 
conditions.

000000-4723054-00

1

1
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TRANSPORTATION

Adjustable ladder height 

Does not require 
disassembly/removal of any 
standard parts (spare wheel)

Reliable corrosion protection due 
to high quality powder coating 

Auto Manufacturer recommends

Package includes: Stabilus gas shocks, 
door bracket with fasteners, baggage 
compartment brackets, running board

Weight with hardware: 13 kg

Cargo capacity: up to 100 kg

Product is made of tubing 32x1.5 mm

Method of attachment: mount 
without drilling, use standard 
mounting holes for spare wheel, 
on UAZ baggage compartment 
tubes. Mount the step on top 
of the standard towing eye mount

Number of mounts: 4 points 
 

Secure brackets to the UAZ 
expedition roof rack 
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3

ROOF RAILS
Will you need to carry a lot of cargo? Roof rails are mounted on the top of the car and 
are used to secure transport containers and other types of cargo on the roof.

316300-8221111-10 (left)
316300-8221110-10 (right)

3EXPEDITION ROOF RACK*
A rock-solid and ultra-convenient rack is necessary to transport any cargo, such as a tent 
for a fishing trip or equipment for hunting. Eight mounting legs and durable fasteners 
provide uniform load distribution and protect the load when driving over rough terrain. 
There are dedicated positions for attaching additional spotlights, shovel, and rack jack, for 
which installation requires no additional tools. 
The rack floor is covered with steel mesh, which will securely contain the load on any road. 
The roof rack itself is protected by a special shock-resistant powder coating, so the rack will 
remain resilient under extreme conditions.

316300-4723008-00
316300-4736031-01 (shovel mount)
316300-4736031-01 (spare wheel mount)

2

2
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CROSSBARS FOR ROOF RAILS*
Practical aerodynamic anodized crossbars are made of aluminium formed tubing capped 
with plastic plugs at the ends and fitted with a removable rubber strap at the top which 
allows to use a T-shaped adapter. Aerodynamic shape similar to an airplane wing reduces 
air flow resistance. The square crossbars made from high-strength steel have a tough 
polymer coating and are particularly durable.

316300-4723054-00 (aero)
316300-4723055-00 (square)

4, 5

4 5

6

DOG BARRIER 
The dog barrier for the baggage compartment provides extra convenience when 
transporting pets and keeps the cargo in place.

316300-4723058-00

6

TRANSPORTATION
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CARGO BOX
This functional and quite spacious cargo box can be fastened to the roof of the vehicle  
for safe transporting of anything you need on the road.

316300-4723059-00 (opaque) 
316300-4723060-00 (glossy)
 

7

7

TOW BAR*
The tow bar is designed for coupling the car with a trailer. This product was specifically 
designed for particular models of UAZ vehicles, taking into account all relevant design 
features and load capacity.

316300-4723044-00
000000-4723015-00 (protective cap for tow bar)

8

8
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9

9 ROOF TOP TENT
Fascinating and adventurous vacations or just a weekend 
away from routine and stress.
Travel freely in your vehicle, enjoy a comfortable vacation 
in a safe and cozy tent.

000000-4737001-00
000000-4737002-00 (marquise 200х200 cm)

TRANSPORTATION
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A vehicle is not just a means of transport, but  
also a channel through which we can experience  
the world. In the 21st century, a road trip  
is inconceivable without a convenient multimedia 
system at your fingertips. Movies, music, internet, 
video surveillance, navigation — with UAZ, all 
of this is available anywhere at any time.

MULTIMEDIA

We choose  
possibilities for 

the future
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1
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2DIN MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM 
WITH NAVIGATION 
Long off-road trips and urban traffic jams — everything 
becomes more enjoyable with a multi-functional 
multimedia system with SD, USB port and 2DIN  
(with preinstalled Navitel software). 

316300-7901040-70 (2016 and later)
316300-7901020-50 (before 2016)

2DIN MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM 
   
It is easy to be in the catbird seat: 2DIN radio with 
integrated USB ports will not let you miss the latest news 
or get lost along the way.

316300-7901030-80 (2016 and later)
316300-7901020-40 (before 2016)

1 2

2

MULTIMEDIA
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ANTENNA
You need an antenna when you want to hear not only the sound of the engine, but also 
your favorite radio station. When choosing a passive antenna (e.g., pin), it is recommended 
that you also purchase a signal amplifier. The antenna is installed on the roof in the rear  
of the vehicle and can be easily removed when necessary, with the hole being plugged.

316300-7903030-01

3

3

4

SPEAKERS
For connoisseurs of sound: speakers for rear doors (left and right) will fill the car interior 
with your favorite music, creating a pleasant atmosphere on the journey for the driver and 
passengers.

316300-7909030-00
316300-7909020-10
316300-7909020-20 (HF)
316300-7909021-20 (HF)

4
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МУЛЬТИМЕДИА

REAR VIEW CAMERA
The camera sends the image from behind the car to a video monitor in the cabin.  
This is useful for a broad clear view to back up safely in tight urban environments  
or in areas with obstacles. 

316300-3775020-10

5

5 6 INSTALLED DASH CAM 
This type of camera doesn’t need to be uninstalled or installed before each trip - it is always 
in the vehicle and ready to be used. The compact size of the camera does not interfere with 
the line of sight neither do they attract attention.

316300-4726017-00
316300-4726018-00 (mounting set for installation)

6
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Your vehicle is your second fortress.  
We have provided all possibilities to deter 
thieves, denying them any chance of breaking  
in to your vehicle. During a stop or while  
on the road, you can always feel safe.  
What could be more important than that?

SECURITY

Our passion —    
No bounds

in confident driving
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1

1

CHILD CAR SEAT*
FAST car seat is designed for children from 9 to 36 
kilograms.
The FAST child car seat comes with standard seat belts 
with three mounting points and is designed specifically 
to protect children from injury or death during vehicle 
collisions or abrupt braking. The FAST child safety seat 
is securely anchored by standard vehicle seat belts, does 
not impede their function, can be easily installed and 
uninstalled.
Advantages of FAST car seat:
- it is light and compact;
- it is easy to use;
- it is safe and reliable, tested;
- it is universal (can be used on the front and back seats  
  of the vehicle).

000000-4740001-00

The FAST child car seat (type 1541.8217010) is manufactured according  
to the technical regulations of Customs Department ТР ТС018/2011  
“Vehicle safety”, approved by the Customs Department Commission  
decision #877 on 12.09.2011. Certificate granted on the basis of notification 
of the official approval type # E7 44R-040802 from 08.28.2008, issued  
by the Hungary Transport Ministry. Certificate of quality management system 
approval ISO 9001:2008 # 01 100 1321812 issued by TUV Rheinland  
Cert. GmbH.

SECURITY

The State Traffic 
Safety Inspectorate 

recommends 
Security

Lightweight  
design

Ease of use

Flexibility

Age Weight
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3

2

3. CAR ALARM  
SCHER-KHAN

Multi-step defense system 
protects from a variety  
of threats - from radio electronic 
hacking to car key and car 
alarm chain theft. Reliable two 
way communication, owner’s 
convenience and unique function 
of collision warning/automatic 
braking system.

2. TELEMATIC SECURITY 
SYSTEM SCHER-KHAN 
UNIVERSE

Always know the exact location 
of your vehicle, have unlimited 
comprehensive monitoring, get 
an opportunity to use remote 
diagnostics data, monitor a 
detailed route of your vehicle and 
have access to free online and 
offline services.

Model/Vendor Interface Remote start Telematics

MOBICAR 1 000000-4731108-00 2CAN+LIN+KLINE yes -

MOBICAR 1 
START

000000-4731108-10 2CAN+LIN+KLINE yes -

MOBICAR 2 000000-4731109-00 2CAN+LIN+KLINE yes bluetooth

MOBICAR 2 
START

000000-4731108-12 2CAN+LIN+KLINE yes bluetooth

MAGICAR 7 000000-4731056-00 analogue yes -

MAGICAR 8H 000000-4731057-00 analogue no -

MAGICAR 12 000000-4731053-00 CAN+KLINE optional -

MAGICAR 13 000000-4731054-00 CAN+KLINE yes -

MAGICAR 14 000000-4731055-00 CAN+KLINE optional -

LOGICAR 1 000000-4731058-00 analogue optional -

Specification

Specification

Model/Vendor Interface Remote start Telematics

UNIVERSE 1 000000-4731050-00 2CAN+LIN+KLINE no GSM-GPS
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Model/Vendor Interface Remote start Telematics

UNIVERSE 1 000000-4731050-00 2CAN+LIN+KLINE no GSM-GPS

4. SCHER-KHAN  
SERVICE SYSTEM

Immobilizer bypass module 
makes it easy to install remote 
engine start systems on vehicles 
equipped with RFID (Radio 
Frequency Identification).

4

SECURITY

Specification

Model/Vendor Type of device

Mobicar M1 000000-4731110-00 Relay module for SCHER-KHAN Mobicar  
(for mechanical ignition auto start)

ВР-2 000000-4731064-00 Immobilizer bypass module

ВР-3 000000-4731065-00 Immobilizer bypass module

5. TELEMATIC ALARM 
SYSTEMS STARLINE 

Alarm systems with intellectual 
remote engine start option and 
dialogue function cannot be 
scanned for control code and 
are available on iOS, Android, 
Windows phone mobile apps.

5

Model/Vendor Interface Remote start Telematics

M96SL 000000-4731067-00 2CAN+LIN yes GSM-GPS

M96L 000000-4731068-00 2CAN+LIN yes GSM-GPS

M96M 000000-4731069-00 2CAN+LIN yes GSM-GPS

A96 000000-4731071-00 2CAN+LIN yes GSM-GPS

E95 BT 000000-4731076-00 2CAN+LIN yes GSM

A93 000000-4731080-00  2CAN+LIN yes GSM eco slave

A93 000000-4731079-00 - yes GSM

Specification
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6

6. STARLINE CAR ALARM SYSTEMS

Dialogue control code of the system cannot be scanned, remote control keychain is shockproof, 
2,000 meter range, jam resistant transceiver has 128 channels. Remote auto start car alarms 
now have a new shock resistant keychain, electronic theft protection and high jam resistance.

Model/Vendor Interface Remote start Telematics

A63 eco 000000-4731089-00 - - -

A63 000000-4731088-00 - - -

E63 000000-4731087-00 - - -

E65 BT 000000-4731086-00 2CAN+LIN - -

А66 000000-4731085-00 2CAN+LIN - -

A96 000000-4731077-00 2CAN+2LIN yes -

E95 BT 000000-4731078-00 2CAN+2LIN yes -

A93 000000-4731081-00 2CAN+2LIN yes -

E93 000000-4731082-00 - yes -

A93 000000-4731083-00 - yes -

A93 eco 000000-4731084-00 - yes -

M22 000000-4731097-00 - optional yes

M32 T 000000-4731095-00 - yes yes

M32 CAN+LIN T 000000-4731094-00 CAN+LIN yes yes

A36 000000-4731029-00 - yes -

A36LIN 000000-4731038-00 CAN+LIN yes -

A39 000000-4731031-00 - yes yes

A39LIN 000000-4731039-00 CAN+LIN yes yes

Specification
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7. STARLINE TELEMATICS

The STARLINE cellular immobilizer system with convenient remote engine start and stop 
configurations, vehicle location detection, speed and route control system will protect your 
vehicle from theft.

Specification

Model/Vendor Type of device

I95 000000-4731044-00 Immobilizer 

I95ECO 000000-4731043-00 Immobilizer 

I95LUX 000000-4731045-00 Immobilizer 

М66-M GLONASS 000000-4731090-00 Tracker

M66-S GLONASS 000000-4731091-00 Tracker

М15 eco GLONASS 000000-4731092-00 Vehicle location detection

M17 GLONASS 000000-4731024-00 Universal device (location detector and tracker)

L10 000000-4731105-00 Hood lock

L11 000000-4731106-00 Hood lock

L11+ 000000-4731107-00 Hood lock

S20.3 000000-4731003-00 Short siren

2CAN + LIN Master 000000-4731102-00 CAN-module

Sigma 10 000000-4731099-00 CAN-module

Sigma 15 000000-4731098-00 CAN-module

BP-03 000000-4731007-00 Immobilizer bypass module

BP-06 000000-4731103-00 Immobilizer bypass module

GPS5-Master 000000-4731101-00 GPS+GLONASS-antenna

GSM5-Master 000000-4731100-00 GSM-module

Starter kit for  
alarm systems 
StarLine A36

000000-4731104-00 Starter module

SECURITY
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PARKING ASSISTANCE SYSTEM
Comfort while driving means not only high-speed and responsive steering, but also quick and convenient parking in a big city. 
The parking assistance system is a universal assistant which turns parking into a simple and convenient process.

8

000000-4726009-00  (4 SENSORS. COLOR: BLACK)
000000-4726010-00  (4 SENSORS. COLOR: SILVER)
000000-4726011-00  (4 SENSORS. COLOR: WHITE)
000000-4726012-00 (LED-DISPLAY, 4 SENSORS. COLOR: BLACK) 
000000-4726013-00  (LED-DISPLAY, 4 SENSORS. COLOR: SILVER)
000000-4726014-00  (LED-DISPLAY, 4 SENSORS. COLOR: WHITE)
 
 

8

000000-4726015-00  (LCD-VOICE MODULE, 4 SENSORS, COLOR: BLACK)
000000-4726016-00  (LCD-VOICE MODULE, 4 SENSORS, COLOR: SILVER)
000000-4726017-00  (LCD-VOICE MODULE, 4 SENSOR, COLOR: WHITE)
000000-4726018-00  (LCD-VOICE MODULE, 8 SENSORS COLOR: BLACK) 
000000-4726019-00  (UAZ LCD-VOICE MODULE, 8 SENSORS, COLOR: SILVER)
000000-4726020-00  (LCD-VOICE MODULE, 8 SENSORS, COLOR: WHITE)
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9

PARKING SENSORS 
WITH WIRES
Sensors help you gain complete control when navigating 
obstacles in front of and behind the car.

000000-4726021-00 (2.5m, color: black)
000000-4726022-00 (7.5m, color: black)

FRONT PARKING SENSOR 
DEACTIVATION MODULE

000000-4726023-00

109 BLIND SPOT 
MONITORING SYSTEM
The blind spot monitoring system gives you full 
information about traffic or other obstacles near the 
vehicle while driving.

000000-4726006-00

11

11

SECURITY
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FUEL TANK GUARD SHEET
The guard sheet protects fuel tank from external damage. The steel skid plate is 1.5 mm 
thick and has high impact resistance due to the protective fins on the perimeter. 

316300-4736034-00

12

13

12

13

TRANSMISSION/TRANSFER GEARBOX 
GUARD SHEET
The transmission and transfer gearbox guard sheet protects vital parts of the car.

316300-4736029-00
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STEERING RODS 
GUARD SHEET
The skid plate is made of 3 mm thick sheet steel. Pressed 
and folded construction provides structural integrity and 
high impact resistance.

316300-4736018-01 

Critical parts of the vehicle demand solid protection, 
because collisions with obstacles are part of the very 
nature of the powerful UAZ Patriot. The transmission, 
transfer case, steering rods and fuel tank should  
all be well protected. The protection of steering rods  
is necessary for their safety and proper operation when 
encountering rough terrain and obstacles. 
We offer two types of protection: steel pipe or sheet 
steel skid plates.

STEERING RODS 
GUARD PIPE
This protects the low-lying chassis from damage caused 
by collisions with debris on the road. This protection  
is constructed from steel pipes with a diameter of 42 mm.

316300-4736027-00

14

15

14

15

SECURITY
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«SAFARI» 
  ACCESSORY OPTION

The UAZ SAFARI is a modified model of UAZ PATRIOT which is good to go and 
ready to take on anything that comes its way!
Whatever your preferences might be, UAZ SAFARI can handle anything from 
the north winds to the heat of the desert. This option has everything you need 
to achieve success on any kind of road, anywhere. 
The UAZ SAFARI is true to the nature of the brand - passionate for adventure.  
It is the same powerful vehicle for those who are fond of off-road experience. 
It lacks excessive accessories and decor, it’s handpicked modifications are well 
thought through and will be able to pull you through you in extreme situations. 
You can rely on it when facing danger far away from home. Wherever the 
road may lead, whether in deep forest or on narrow serpentine roads in the 
mountains, even the hot sandy dunes - you can be confident in your vehicle 
in any kind of situation. When you drive the UAZ SAFARI - you have it under 
control.

Speaking the same  
language with nature

WINDOW DEFLECTORS KIT 316300-4727003-00
Protects the interior from dust, water and mud

RUNNING BOARD PROTECTION  316300-4715021-00
Protects the bottom of the vehicle from wear and tear

SKID PLATE  316300-4736027-00
Protects vital parts of the vehicle when traversing over obstacles

TRAILER HITCH  316300-4723044-00
The trailer hitch is designed for coupling the vehicle with a trailer

HOOD DEFLECTOR 316300-4727005-00
Protects the paint on the front part of the vehicle

WINCH (ELECTRIC LP 8500) 000000-4723025-00
Designed for self-winching out of tough road circumstances

WINCH GUIDE ROLLERS 8500-12500 000000-4723036-00
Keeps the cable tension within the norm

SNORKEL 316300-4737004-00
Protects the vehicle from water leak intake into the engine

R16 DIAMOND ALLOY WHEELS  316300-4723008-00
Compliments the image of the vehicle and provides safety
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Little things that don’t seem important 
at first glance can truly make our lives 
enjoyable. Within the small space 
of an automobile, we feel this particularly 
acutely: a warm seat in cold weather 
and a cigarette lighter close at hand 
can certainly make your day brighter.

COMFORT

UAZ Patriot — an 
automobile with soul
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TIRE COMPRESSOR 10ATM
Compressors in your vehicle can solve a lot of problems not only on the road but when 
hunting and fishing, at your summer house or on vacation. This compressor has a piston 
pump which doesn’t need oiling, durable stainless steel air valves and a precise  
two-scale pressure gauge. A special DEFLATOR bleed valve for pressure monitoring makes  
it functional and easy to use. Compressor capacity: 40 liters per minute. 

000000-4726002-00
000000-4726002-01 (SPEC 15)

1 2

1 2

TIRE COMPRESSOR 7ATM
Every driver has been a in a situation when an effective tire compressor becomes a life 
saver. When on the road you don’t always have time to stop by a Tire Center. You can pump 
up tires fast and easily with a 7 ATM compressor. The compressor plugs into a cigarette 
lighter and has a 15 A fuse for the vehicle’s electronics protection. The bright built-in led 
light will help you in the most difficult situations on the road during the night hours.

000000-4726001-00
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SOUVENIR SET 
(VICTORY DAY SERIES)
Legendary memorabilia for the legendary vehicle. The 
VICTORY DAY series is a great memorabilia dedicated to 
the victory in the Second World War, the set consists of 
a duffel bag, a raincoat poncho tent, an ax, a cooking pot 
and a set of silverware. 

315100-4731820-00

3

3

COMFORT
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4

GAS SHOCKS
Gas shocks make it easy to open the hood and keep it open.

316300-8407108-40

4

5

UAZ PREMIUM DRIVER EMERGENCY KIT 
It consists of the basic vehicle emergency kit FAST, fire extinguisher OP-2(3), collision 
warning sign, tow cable with 5 ton capacity with hooks, safety vest with reflectors, raincoat 
poncho, cotton work gloves with PVC.

000000-4724012-00

5
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COMFORT

MULTICONTROL TIMER
This programmable timer is located on the dashboard or console, controlled  
by a tilt-and-push knob and TFT-LCDs.  Compatible with Thermo top evo start 
(5 KW) / comfort+ (5 KW).

000000-4732008-00

TELESTART T91 REMOTE CONTROL  
FOR PARKING HEATER
The remote control helps you manage vehicle parking heater within a radius  
of 1,000 meters.

000000-4732007-00

7

8

7 86

AIR HEATER АТ 2000ST 12V
It is important to have a warm vehicle interior in winter when you get into the car.  
An independent air heater pumps warm air into your car interior even before you start  
the engine.

000000-4731410-00 (gas)
000000-4731410-01 (diesel)
000000-4726033-00 (gas) to warm the engine
000000-4726033-10 (diesel) to warm the engine
000000-4726033-01 (gas) to warm the interior and the engine
000000-4726033-11 (diesel) to warm the interior and the engine

6
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FOAMING TIRE CLEANER REIFEN-GLANZ-SCHAUM 0.3 liters — 
Effective spray for vehicle tire cleaning and care. Can be used 
regularly and for protecttion during the off-season storage.

000000-4734068-00

ANTI BITUMEN REMOVER TEER-ENTFERNER 0.4 liters — 
Cleansing solution which effectively removes bitumen mastic 
stains from the cars, motorcycles, bikes, tools and others, 
gentle on paint and lacquer.

000000-4734060-00

FOAMING UPHOLSTERY CLEANER FOAM  
POLSTER-SCHAUMBURG-REIN 0.3 liters  — Cleansing foam 
for interior upholstery of your vehicle. Fast and effective 
removal of soiled areas on upholstery of the vehicle interior.

000000-4734065-00

FOAMING GLASS CLEANER SCHEIBEN-REIN-SCHAUM 
0.3 liters — Best foam for cleaning windows and glass surfaces 
in your vehicle. Effectively removes matt film from windows, 
dissolves and removes silicone, nicotine and oil stains.

000000-4734067-00

MAINTENANCE AND CARE

PLASTIC CARE SPRAY (LEMON) COCKPIT PFLEGE CITRUS 
0.3 liters — Polish in a convenient aerosol bottle protects 
various plastic surfaces and parts of vehicles and motorcycles. 
It has a gentle lemon scent.

000000-4734063-00

PLASTIC CARE SPRAY (VANILLA) COCKPIT-PFLEGE VANILLE 
0.3 liters — Polish in a convenient aerosol bottle protects 
various plastic surfaces and parts of vehicles and motorcycles. 
It has a gentle vanilla scent.

000000-4734062-00
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ANTI-RAIN  FIX-KLAR REGENABWEISER 0.125 liters  
— Best water and dirt repellent for vehicle windows and 
helmet visors. The liquid repels various mixtures from different 
interior and exterior surfaces of vehicles and household 
articles. Convenient and economizing container.

000000-4734066-00

VEHICLE INTERIOR CLEANER 0.5 liters — Cleansing polish 
for care and protection of various plastic parts in vehicles. 
Convenient container with pump spray.

000000-4734064-00

GEL BUG REMOVER INSEKTEN-ENTFERNER 0.5 liters —  
For the fast and careful removal of bug stains. Also can  
be used for pre-washing before a car wash. Works on glass, 
plastic, lacquer and chrome surfaces.

000000-4734061-00

RUBBER CARE 0.5 liters — Best tire care product in a trigger 
spray container for care and repair of various rubber parts  
of your vehicle. 

0000004-734069-00

TREE SAP REMOVER BAUMHARZENTFERNER 0.4 liters —  
For removal of fresh tree sap from all vehicle finishes.

000000-4734059-00

CLEAR SPRAY SILICONE LUBRICANT SILICON-SPRAY  
0.3 liters — Silicone  Lubricant is great for seams with plastic  
or rubber parts: door seals (where rubber meets metal), seat 
guides, hose connectors and so on. Takes care of squeaky plastic.  
Chlorine-solvent free. Spray bottle. 

000000-4734049-00
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UNIVERSAL VEHICLE CLEANER AND LUBRICANT LM 40 
MULTI-FUNKTIONSSPRAY 0.2 liters — Lubricant and cleaning 
solution for grease stains and corrosion on metal rubbing parts 
- door hinges, threaded connections, etc. Great water repellent. 
Penetrates difficult to reach places.

000000-4734033-00

UNIVERSAL CLEANER AND LUBRICANT LM 40  
MULTI-FUNKTIONSSPRAY 0.4 liters — Lubricant and cleaning 
solution for grease stains and corrosion on metal rubbing parts 
- door hinges, threaded connections, etc. Great water repellent. 
Penetrates difficult to reach places.

000000-4734034-00

MAINTENANCE AND CARE

WINTER WINDSHIELD WIPER FLUID (-25С) 4 liters —  
Windshield wiper f luid for winter temperatures down  
to -25 °С. Best formula for cleaning and protection. Has  
a nice honey dew scent. Spray bottle.

000000-4734058-00

SUMMER WINDSHIELD WIPER FLUID KRISTALLGLAS  
SCHEIBEN-REINIGER-SOMMER, 4 liters — Designed  
for Temperatures 0 °С and above! Has a nice lime-mint scent. 
Great for removing bug stains.

000000-4734056-00

SUMMER WINDSHIELD WIPER FLUID (-5 C) KRISTALLGLAS 
SCHEIBEN-REINIGER (-5С), 4 liters — Windshield wiper fluid, 
works at Temperatures -5C and above! Has a nice watermelon 
scent. Great in fall and spring.

000000-4734057-00

AC SYSTEM CLEANER & DISINFECTANT KLIMAFRESH  
0.15 liters — In 10 minutes removes unpleasant smells caused 
by bacteria and fungi inside AC. Disinfects AC. Simple to use, 
does not require disassembly of cabin air f ilter. Brings a nice 
aroma to the interior.

000000-4734072-00
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ACCESSORIES KIT  
«MILITARY»

The UAZ MILITARY is a new army quality concept of a well-known off-road 
vehicle. 
The UAZ Military differs from other of-road vehicles, it’s got a vigorous spirit 
and utmost grit, ready to face any storm.
It is equipped for any circumstance with all the functional accessories that 
come with the option. You will surely feel confident and enjoy life even when 
the storm rages outside. The car body paint is in step with the latest trends  
and is pragmatic at the same time. In the city an adventure-hunter like this 
won’t go unnoticed, in the real jungle it will feel at home blending with the 
surroundings. 
UAZ Military – It’s a new angle on the traditional UAZ Patriot. A dependable  
off-road vehicle, which will become an excellent companion to reach and 
conqueror new horizons

 The embodiment 
of Power

WINDOW DEFLECTORS SET 316300-4727003-00
Protects the interior from dust, dirt and water

RUNNING BOARD PROTECTION 316300-4715021-00
Protects the bottom of the vehicle from wear and tear

STEERING RODS GUARD SHEET 316300-4736018-01 
Protects vital parts of the vehicle when traversing over obstacles

TOW BAR 316300-4723044-00
The tow bar is designed for coupling the vehicle with a trailer

HOOD DEFLECTOR 316300-4727005-00
Protects the paint on the front part of the vehicle

WINCH (ELECTRIC LP 8500) 000000-4723025-00
It is designed for self-winching out of tough spots

WINCH GUIDE ROLLERS 8500-12500 000000-4723036-00
Keeps the cable tension within the norm

SNORKEL 316300-4737004-00
Protects the vehicle from water intake into the engine

R16 BLACK ALLOY WHEEL 316200-3102100-01
Compliments the image of the vehicle and provides safety
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316300-4701015-00 UAZ PATRIOT ACCESSORIES CATALOGUE  
The information provided in this catalogue is valid at the time of publication. The manufacturer reserves the right to modify this information. For more information, contact an authorized UAZ dealer. 
The products in the photographs may differ from the actual characteristics of the products depicted, including, but not limited to, deviations of the natural color of the product from its production. 
The information contained in the descriptions of products in the catalogue and concerning their technical characteristics, size, etc., is based on nominal values and may differ from the characteristics 
of a particular manufactured item. Differences between a specific manufactured item and its description on the website do not affect the functional quality 
of the product and do not constitute evidence of a defect in the products. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the product.

Project Leader: Fedorchuk M.A.
Text: Klikoduev S.E.

July 2018

YOUR AUTHORIZED UAZ DEALERYou can buy original UAZ spare parts and accessories from an authorized dealer 
or in the official online store at parts.uaz.ru


